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Book Review Essay
The Gulf: The Making of an American Sea. By Jack E. Davis. (New
York: Norton, 2017. Acknowledgements, illustrations, maps,
notes, index. Pp. x, 592. $29.95 cloth.)
Readers and reviewers of Jack Davis's new book on the Gulf of
Mexico are rendering their assessments both on-line and in print,
and the early returns are almost entirely laudatory. They use phrases such as "magnificent chronicle," "fascinating work," "astonishing breadth," and "beautifully written." Moreover, The Gulfwon the
2017 Kirkus prize for nonfiction-a $50,000 award-and the 2018
Pulitzer prize in history. Clearly this is a significant book and the
praise is richly deserved. In this essay, I will not only review the
book, but also attempt to situate it within a larger and constantly
emerging body of scholarship on the Gulf of Mexico in general
and Florida's environmental history in particular.
Davis, an environmental historian at the University of Florida,
conceptualizes the Gulf as "an American Sea," highlighting the history of human activity on and near its shores, focusing almost all
of his energy on the coastal edges of the five U.S. states that front
the northern half of the Gulf. Some readers might be tempted to
complain that Davis ignores the Mexican portion of the Gulf. After
all, it is a book about the Gulf of Mexico, and six Mexican states line
the western and southern Gulf. Yet as the author makes clear at
the outset, tl1is is by design. The Gulf and its ecological riches are
a product of numerous estuaries: places where rivers deliver a soup
of freshwater, sediment and nutrients to tl1e edge of tl1e ocean,
generating a profusion of plant and animal sea life. According to
Davis, "Eighty-five percent of the river water coming to the Gulf
spills out of the U.S ..... That's why, aside from everything else, the
Gulf is an American sea" (444).
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Others might crab that the book is not so much about the vast
Gulf itself, but about human activity along and near its shores. Yes,
but the author does this in order to illustrate the many ways people
have long benefitted from and, in many cases, degraded the Gulf.
Davis's expansive treatment of people living along the Gulf, mostly since just before the age of European exploration, is certainly
reminiscent of Fernand Braudel and his books on the Mediterranean Sea, not to mention the work of more recent historians of
the Atlantic world or the Pacific Ocean. No need to quibble over
whether or not The Gulf is truly Braudellian in scope; the fact is that
no other historians have attempted to stitch the history of the Gulf
of Mexico into the larger history of the United States. That said, the
University Press of Mississippi recently launched a new book series
called America's Third Coast, in which the series editors are working with a range of authors to produce books on Gulf coast history,
economy, environment, and culture. To date, none of these works
examines more than a small portion of the Gulf coast, and often just
one particular issue. Many of these books will undoubtedly add to
our understanding of the Gulf of Mexico and how human activity
impacts this portion of the Atlantic Ocean, but they are not likely to
be anywhere near as comprehensive as Davis's book.
The Gulf weighs in at 592 pages, although about 60 of these
pages are devoted to references and an index. Davis is no stranger
to big books; his 764-page An Everglades Providence: Marjory Stoneman Douglas and the American Environmental Century won a gold
medal from the Florida Book Awards for non-fiction in 2009.
The Gulf is enormously expansive in both time and space. Written for a cmious public as well as a scholarly audience, the book
begins with a brief prologue and introduction in which Davis provides his rationale, basic facts about the Gulf of Mexico, and its
formation beginning 150 million years ago. This prefatory material adequately sets the stage for the environmental history that
follows even if the environmental geographer in me might have
preferred a bit more detail on the Gulf's physical attributes. Perhaps a bit more could have come from one or more of the books
in Texas A&M Corpus Christi's Harte Research Institute for Gulf
of Mexico Studies book series? To be fair, some of the titles in
this series, such as Rezneat Darnell's natural history of the Gulf,
appeared a bit less than two years before Davis's book. In addition
to Davis's solid introductory discussion of the Gulf, he continues
to examine a host of Gulf environmental issues throughout the
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text. Readers are also introduced to one of Davis's favorite tools:
his use of biographical sketches of a parade of people who help
shed light on the Gulf of Mexico and its history. In the book's first
sentence, for example, we learn about American landscape painter extraordinaire-Winslow Horner-his early twentieth century
visit to Homosassa (north of Tampa Bay, just a few miles inland
from Florida's Gulf coast) and Davis's interpretation of the Gulf's
impact on Homer's art. Davis is not the first historian to employ
such a strategy, nor will he be the last, but his adroit use of biography adds color and humanizes what could have been a dry and
more abstract discussion of armies, empires and other groups of
people who did this or that along the Gulf's shores.
From here, the book is divided into four parts consisting of
four to six chapters each. Part one's four chapters span the several
centuries from before European arrival in the late 1400s to the end
of the American Revolution in the 1780s. Davis begins by examining the unusually successful Calusa Indians of southwest Florida,
who learned to harvest the bounty of estuaries. Making use of plentiful seafood resources allowed the Calusa to remain stationary. As
William Cronon reminded us back in 1983 in his Changes in the
Land, most Native American groups moved periodically throughout the year in order to access seasonally available food resources,
and some simply ate less during the tougher winter months. Yet
the Calusa never really dealt with food shortages, so they had no
need to move or make due with less. As Davis observes, early Spanish writers took note of Calusa size, strength and relative healthbut they failed to connect such attributes to their diet. We learn
much of this through the eyes of anthropologist Frank Hamilton
Cushing, who spent some of the last years of his life in the 1890s
unearthing and analyzing several significant remnants of Calusa
civilization near southwest Florida's Marco Island. Although recent
discovery of a submerged burial ground several miles off the southwest Florida coast dating some 7,000 years ago may eventually shed
some light on ancient native Americans, Davis seamlessly weaves
together understanding gleaned from old Spanish accounts of the
Calusa with more recent scholarship.
Davis also recounts the many ill-fated Spanish expeditions that
attempted to probe landscapes adjacent to the Gulf. Accounts of
these expeditions have been known for a long time, but they illustrate Davis's work to stitch these events along the Gulf into U.S.
history-not merely as "expeditions of European exploration," but
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as part of the early history of the Gulf. Yes, thanks to early Spanish
writers and contemporary scholars such as Michael Gannon and
others, Florida historians were already well aware of Juan Ponce
de Leon, Hernando de Soto and the many Spanish expeditions
through the Gulf states. Yet as part of Davis's discussion, Florida
historians might discover for the first time the Karankawa natives
of the south Texas coast, an estuarine people who thrived amid
nature's abundance-not unlike the Calusa. Of course, Davis seldom misses an opportunity to remind us that pre-contact Gulf
natives lived lives of relative health and abundance while invading
Spaniards usually suffered incredible depravation before dying in
a land they did not understand.
Davis then summarizes eighteenth century Spanish and British
activity along the Gulf, with special attention to the re-exploration
of the Mississippi River and emergence of New Orleans three hundred years ago. Of course, the Big Easy became prominent because
of its position near the mouth of the Mississippi River; and the river
provided access to a huge chunk of the inland United States. Virtually all other significant bays along the Gulf-and there are many
(Port Charlotte, Tampa, Apalachicola, Mobile, Pascagoula, Biloxi,
and Galveston, to name a few of the more prominent)-feature
modest rivers that provide little opportunity for inland movement,
both then and now. In addition, we learn of the exploits of Bernard
Romans and his later eighteenth century work in mapping the Gulf
coast; and if one had failed to take notice so far, one cannot help
but be impressed with Davis's deft weaving of primary source material (from Romans and others) with contemporary accounts, such
as Christopher Morris's The Big Muddy, an environmental history of
the Mississippi River.
Part two consists of four more chapters that focus mostly on the
nineteenth century. Davis clarifies that early America's effort to survey the Gulf's shores was no simple task. Much of the Gulf is lined
with misnamed "barrier" islands, which are little more than large
sand bars with trees and shrubs on them. Many of these islands
are subject to constant shifting and re-shaping, especially during
hurricanes and other powerful storms. Where there are no barrier
islands, Gulf shores often consist of daily flooded salt marshesexcept in southern peninsular Florida where frost intolerant mangrove trees out-compete salt marsh grasses. In short, with many
coastal salt marshes, it is often hard to tell where land ends and sea
begins. Once again, Davis weaves this aspect of Gulf history into the
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history of the young nation's broader effort to survey what would
later become the western United States. Although most histories of
early nineteenth century American expansion pay little attention
to the Gulf, Davis quietly stitches the stories of Gulf coast surveys
into the nation's Manifest Destiny narrative, attempting to place
them on equal footing with the adventures of Lewis and Clark.
In a chapter entitled "The Fishy Sea," Davis examines the
emergence of commercial fishing in the Gulf. As it happens, the
multitude of rivers that pour a steady stream of water, sediment
and nutrients into the Gulf-and the many bays and estuaries that
provide homes for juvenile fish-combine to make the Gulf incredibly productive. Oysters, crabs, shrimp, turtles, sponges and a dazzling variety of fish species, the Gulf produces all of these and in
profusion. Davis notes that not long after European contact, Florida's Calusa Indians brought their excess seafood catch to Cuba
in tandem canoes, returning with a host of European products.
Eventually, Cuban fishermen cut out the Calusa middle men by
lining Florida's Gulf coast with a series of semi-permanent fish
ranchos that processed literally tons of fish for the Cuban market.
Americans were slow to appreciate the Gulfs bounty but after the
Civil War, people from northern states-especially New Englandbegan to commercialize the Gulfs fishery. "Many unreconstructed
local southerners resented the northern carpetbaggers, but the
damn Yankees knew a damn thing or two about the sea, and they
built one hell of a fishing industry in Pensacola, premier in the
upper Gulf' (122-123). Some scholars might be uncomfortable
with Davis's use of colorful language, but not only is it infrequent,
it adds life to the text, making his writing attractive to a broader
audience. Indeed, at the 2013 meeting of the American Historical
Association, William Cronon advocated the development of storytelling skills and effective stories. Similarly, in a speech at the 2015
International Conference of Historical Geographers in London,
Cronon pleaded with the audience to write and speak to people
who do not have academic training, to produce discourse that can
be easily understood. Jack Davis clearly agrees: his writing appeals
to many constituencies and in The Gulf, he demonstrates his skill
as a master story teller. By the end of this chapter, however, Davis
produces evidence that even the fabulously fecund Gulf of Mexico
has limits-even if most late nineteenth century Americans pretended that they could not possibly be responsible for early signs
of overfishing.
'
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Overuse of Gulf resources is a theme that appears in almost
all of the remaining chapters in the book. The two remaining
chapters in part two deal with the emergence of recreational tarpon fishing and the harvest of bird plumage to adorn fashionable
women's hats. Most Florida historians are well aware that the late
nineteenth century market for snowy egret (and other big bird)
feathers led to incredible carnage and the near extermination of
several bird species in south Florida, and most are familiar with
the story of Guy Bradley, the south Florida Audubon warden murdered by a plume hunter in 1905. Davis extends this analysis of prolific plume hunters to include similar activity in other Gulf States.
Along the way, we learn about the efforts of Tabasco sauce tycoon
Edward Mcllhenny, who worked tirelessly to create bird sanctuaries
in coastal Louisiana; but we also learn that early twentieth century
conservation work was often fraught with difficult choices, such as
allowing relatively wealthy hunters the opportunity to pay for the
privilege of killing birds and other animals as a way of raising funds
to buy and manage bird sanctuaries.
Perhaps less well known is the story of tarpon fishing and its
contribution to the emerging tourism industry along the Gulf.
According to Davis, the first recorded instance of landing a tarpon
with rod and reel occurred in 1885, and it did not take long for tarpon fishing to become a sensation. Mature tarpon can be as long
as eight feet and weigh up to 280 pounds. Although they are almost
inedible, they put up a fearsome fight when hooked, often jumping
and thrashing wildly above water. Even more convenient, as Davis
points out, tarpon provide a deep sea experience often relatively
close to shore. After tracing the roots of sport fishing several centuries into the past, Davis recounts the meteoric rise of tarpon fishing
around the Gulf. Some anglers (most were wealthy northerners)
caught dozens of the big fish in just days, and a few caught/killed
200 to 300 in a few months. By 1910, tarpon numbers had clearly
dwindled and yet most people continued to pretend that there was
no real problem. Ignoring environmental problems even when the
evidence starts to mount has a long history and Jack Davis illuminates this history in the Gulf of Mexico. Overfishing tarpon and
shooting birds for their feathers in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries may have been among the earliest abuses of
Gulf natural resources, but they marked only the beginning of a
pattern of activities that began more than a century ago.
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Part three is entitled Preludes to the Future and its five chapters deal ·with our growing attraction to and development of
beachfront property; the ever changing shape of the Gulf's barrier
islands; the destructive power of hurricanes; and oil development
in Texas and Louisiana. In each of these chapters, Davis recounts
the struggle of people to understand the environment, resources,
and natural processes. With this collection of chapters, perhaps
more than anywhere else in the book, Davis had a difficult decision
to make. Ultimately, he opted to maintain his chronological discussion, but this came at a price for it led him to discuss the beginnings of beachfront settlement-then discuss significant, early
twentieth century oil and gas discovery and development in Texas
and Louisiana-and then return to a more detailed discussion of
Gulf barrier islands and finally, hurricanes. One could argue that
he should have organized the chapters on Gulf petroleum exploitation, and then proceed to chapters on beaches, banier islands
and hurricanes in succession. Or he might have, had it not been
for the fact that Davis highlighted the lives and activities of middle
twentieth century people in his barrier island and hurricane chapters, along with the fact that Gulf coast oil development began in
earnest with a Texas gusher in early 1901, and a few decades later in
Louisiana. Of course, Davis is not the first historian to confront this
difficult decision, nor will he be the last; and to his credit, devotion
to a more chronological organization of tl1ese chapters never really
becomes problematic.
Texas's reputation as the birthplace of"big oil" is well deserved,
and much of this early oil development occurred along the Texas
Gulf coast. Derricks dotted portions of the east Texas landscape
as far as the eye could see. Yet all that glittered was not gold. Oil
fouled large chunks of Texas Gulf coast driving people, fish and
wildlife from their homes. According to Davis, "More oil seeped
back into the ground or sluiced off into creeks and streams and
bays than went into barrels .... Waste was a sign of success" (278).
And so it was in coastal Louisiana as well-and eventually out into
the shallow and even deep water of the Gulf of Mexico. Despite the
environmental horror, most middle twentieth century Americans
focused on the badly needed and decent paying jobs in petroleum
production. Moreover, even into the 1980s, Louisiana's commercial fishers continued to lead the nation in the value and volume
of fish landed. Yet around this time, scientists began to take note
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of quietly disappearing wetlands, "and with it the erosion of Cajun
culture, caused in part by the canals that the [petroleum] industry
has cut through the marshes" (303).
Davis builds his discussion of the Gulf's barrier islands around
the life of Walter Anderson, an enigmatic but brilliant Gulf nature
artist who probably spent more of his adult life eajoying the solitude of Mississippi's Horn Island, and painting its animals and
landscapes, than he spent with his wife and four children. Like
several other chapters in which he devotes much attention to fascinating Gulf characters, Davis weaves discussion of many related
phenomena around these mini biographies. In this case, it is the
story of Gulf barrier islands, built around the activities of artist Walter Anderson (1903-1965); Texas's Padre Island (at 113 miles long,
the longest such island in the world); Florida's 50 barrier islands,
plus its southern "Keys" and the so-called 10,000 islands off the
state's southwestern coast (islands consisting mostly of mud, mangrove trees and birds); and Louisiana's Chandeleur Islands (which
are frequently modified by the region's many hurricanes). Indeed,
as Davis notes (311), "With passing storms, islands have historically
appeared and disappeared repeatedly, shoals instantly turning into
land and land into shoals."
In one simple sentence, Davis introduces the chain of events
he explores in his examination of emerging beachfront development: "[Inland] erosion makes the sand that makes the beach
that makes beach tourism" (225). In this same chapter, we also
learn about Eliza Nicholson, the first female publisher of a big city
newspaper in the U.S. Nicholson took over the New Orleans Daily
Picayune after her husband's death in 1876, and she proceeded to
hire several talented women to write on a range of issues. Davis
gives special attention to journalist Martha Field who explored
and wrote extensively about Louisiana, especially her work on the
coast. After pausing to review the history of humanity's relationship with beaches, Davis describes the long process where Americans eventually shed their fear and disdain of the beach, ultimately
embracing sandy coasts around the Gulf and elsewhere by 1900. In
the unfortunate case of Galveston, Texas, this was just in time for
thousands of people to be blown away by a hurricane, and thousands of survivors to have their lives turned upside down. It hardly
seem to matter that people were congregating in harm's way, for
as the remainder of the twentieth century demonstrates, Americans refused to be deterred from moving to the coast. "They always
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol97/iss1/5
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brought their way of life and expectations with them," Davis insists
(346), "preferring not to adapt to the local environment so much
as to retrofit it to them."
Hurricanes are an all too frequent part of life in the Gulf,
with some of the most savage storms killing hundreds and occasionally even thousands of Gulf residents over the past 150 years.
Once again, Davis introduces readers to an unusual personality:
Nash Roberts (1918-2010), a talented television weather forecaster
from New Orleans. A World War II veteran, the unassuming Roberts consistently out-performed local and National Weather Service
hurricane forecasters for most of the middle twentieth centurydespite the fact that he eschewed advanced computer models. After
recounting one human tragedy after another, Davis explains why
such tragedies happened with almost stupefying redundancy: most
people simply refused to accept that hurricanes should permanently drive them away. While it is true that improved forecasting
throughout the Gulf region eventually reduced the loss of life by
warning people to evacuate ahead of serious storms, as Davis makes
clear, it has done nothing to prevent continued property damage.
And as Hurricane Katrina made clear in 2005, calling for an evacuation does not mean vulnerable people (especially the poor, elderly,
very young and sick) are able to evacuate. Hurricanes and sea level
rise be dammed, people continue flocking to the Gulf coast.
Part four, "Saturation and Loss: Post-1945" consists of six chapters dealing mostly with the impacts of significant growth and development along the Gulf coast. Davis begins with a chapter in which
he recounts tl1e exploits of a handful of middle twentieth century
real estate developers who introduced the concept of dredge and
fill to several parts of the southwest Florida coast, from Tampa
Bay down to Marco Island. These wheeler-dealers took mangrove
swamps and shallow marine waters, and turned them into "waterfront property" by scraping off vegetation, dredging canals, and
then dumping the spoil into nice, neat, adjacent rows (often burying otherwise healthy sea grass beds) in order to maximize the
number of salable lots "on the water." In addition to lamenting the
ecological destruction and disappearance of fish, birds and other
wildlife, Davis correctly points out that some scientists (including a
marine science professor at the University of South Florida in 1969)
still thought mangrove swamps were worthless (they are not) and
that erecting seawalls would not damage biological productivity (it
does). Meanwhile, among the many personalities encountered in
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this section, Davis diverges for several pages to acquaint readers
with John D. McDonald, a prolific crime/suspense novelist from
Sarasota. McDonald (1916-1986) occasionally set his stories in Florida and some of his most successful work took politicians to task
for allowing rampant development, especially along the Gulf coast.
Perhaps it is just a coincidence that Carl Hiaasen became a hellraising columnist for the Miami Hera/,d just a year before McDonald's death.
People damaged Gulf shores by significantly altering coastal
environments and by heavily fertilizing lawns, but as Davis points
out, their many inadequate wastewater treatment facilities, petrochemical, pulp/paper and other industrial plants routinely
unloaded waste into estuaries until at least 1980. As Davis puts it,
"The blind pursuit of economic growth had transformed cradles
of life into chambers of death .... Plenty of people still believed
that dumping into a big blue ocean was as harmless as spitting into
a lake" ( 416). In a host of detailed stories from around the Gulf,
Davis recounts the precipitous decline in coastal water quality that
reduced acre after acre of sea grass, killed untold millions of fish
and other marine animals, and trashed the livelihoods of many
commercial fishers. He competently discusses the dead zone at the
mouth of the Mississippi River, some Gulf region superfund sites,
red tide, and the fact that most Gulf estuaries suffered terrible pollution. Yet more than just tales of woe, many of these stories also
include the work of a handful of environmental activists (many of
them women) who suffered high profile ridicule to document the
ongoing tragedy-and occasionally winning positive results. That
Davis highlighted the role of female environmental activists is
hardly a surprise: not only did he write about Marjory Stoneman
Douglas, he served as a doctoral dissertation supervisor for Leslie
Kemp Poole who recently published Saving Florida: Women's Fight
for the Environment in the Twentieth Century. Indeed, these stories
help chip away at what historical geographer Craig Colten calls the
myth of Southern pollution permissiveness. Colten has documented that although elected officials in the South routinely accepted
pollution as a price of progress, not everybody took the same view;
occasionally, sportsmen's groups and other concerned citizens protested such pollution.
In one of the last chapters, Davis addresses more contemporary problems along Gulf beaches. One of the issues he gets into
is beach restoration. As Davis correctly points out, beaches are
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol97/iss1/5
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naturally dynamic landscapes, which leads beach side home and
business owners to beg government agencies to use tax dollars to
pump sand onto to eroding beaches. Such projects cost millions
of dollars and yet erosion continues unabated. The benefits of
beach restoration projects rarely last more than a few years before
the next round of requests for funding appear. As unsustainable
as it sounds to repeatedly pay to pump sand on to a beach, coastal
environments often support significant tourist activity. One could
perhaps take Davis to task for failing to analyze studies that attempt
to make an economic argument in favor of beach renourishment.
Why not attempt a more robust comparison of costs and benefits?
Elsewhere in his discussion of contemporary beach issues, Davis
addresses the development of national seashores ( especially Padre
Island, in Texas) and the plight of sea turtles, and yet there is no
mention of Archie Carr in this section. Not only was Carr one of
Florida's greatest naturalists, he strongly advocated turtle conservation and became the subject of historian Frederick R. Davis's 2007
book entitled The Man Who Saved Sea Turtl,es: Archie Carr and the
Origi,ns of Conservation Biology.
As Davis points out, southern Louisiana is a gift of the Missis-

sippi River and the sediment it spews into the northern Gulf. Yet
over the past half century or so, the rate of sediment deposition
in the region has been inadequate. Perhaps the most astonishing
and profound problem along the edge of the Gulf is the disappearance of several square miles of low lying wetlands into the ocean
every year due mostly to a range of human activities in the region.
As with the rest of the book, Davis deftly weaves analysis of historical documents, reports, and articles with contemporary scholarship and interviews with informed activists to tell the sad story of
Louisiana's disappearing coastal wetlands. As Davis relates, despite
the fact that scientists are clearly worried about the long-term sustainability of Louisiana's seafood industry and Cajun culture, fishers continue to break seafood harvest records because as the total
amount of coastal wetland "edge" (temporarily) increases, so will
seafood production (temporarily).
So, what sort of final judgement might we make of The Gulf?
In some respects, tl1is review comes too late because Davis's work
has already won some prestigious awards. It is truly a remarkable
achievement. At the same time, it is still possible to provide a modest
assessment of how this work fits into the Florida history enterprise.
Much environmental history attempts to wrestle with big questions
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in relatively small places. James J. Miller's An Environmental History
of Northeast Florida, Michael Grunwald's history of the Everglades
called The Swarnp, and Nathaniel Osborn's Indian River Lagoon are
leading examples; and so is Steve Noll and David Tedeger's Ditch of
Dreams about the cross Florida barge canal or the updated edition
of Nelson Manfred Blake's history of Florida water management,
Land into Water, Water into Land. Edited volumes, such as Paradise
Lost? (by Jack Davis and Raymond Arsenault), examine a broad
range of Florida environmental issues but none of the chapters
revolves around the Gulf of Mexico. Similarly, the index to Michael
Gannon's The History ofFlorida has relatively few entries for the Gulf
Coast or Gulf of Mexico, and half of those entries refer to Jack
Davis's chapter on the impact of the environment upon the unfolding of Florida history. All of these works provide important insight
into humanity's relationship with the Florida environment, yet The
Gulf successfully weaves human history along the entire northern
Gulf of Mexico into the broader story of American history while
simultaneously shedding light on issues, people and events from
around Florida's Gulf coast. While the historical maps and photos
at the beginning of each chapter fit in nicely, Davis discusses people and events in so many different locations along the Gulf that
it would have been useful to include a contemporary map identifying all of these places. This mostly insignificant jab aside, Jack
Davis accomplished his mission: weaving the history of the Gulf of
Mexico into the history of Florida and the United States.
Christopher F. Meindl

University of South Florida St. Petersburg
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